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ABSTRACT 

The field theoretical derivation of dispersion relations for forward 

pion-nucleon scattering has been generalized to apply to the case of a 

fixed finite momentum transfer. The generalization is facilitated by use of 

the special Lorentz frame, in which the sum of the momenta of the initial 

and final nucleons is zero. In this reference system the relations between 

dispersive and absorptive parts of the scattering amplitude are independent 

of momentum transfer and are similar in form to the forward-angle relations. 

At energies below the minimum energy necessary to allow a particular 

momentum transfer, the scattering amplitude has no direct physical meaning; 

it is interpreted as an analytic continuation of the physical amplitude to 

scattering angles corresponding to cos e ~ -1. The resulting equations 

are expressed in terms of the amplitudes for individual angular momenta 

and are given in two forms, corresponding to the inclusion or neglect of 

nucleon recoil. 

This work was performed under the auspices of the U.S. Atomic Energy 

Commission. 
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DISPERSION RELATIONS FOR FINITE MOMENTUM-TRANSFER PION-NUCLEON SCATTERING 
. ~ 

R. H. Capps and Gyo Takeda 

1. INTRODUCTION 

'w Recently, many authors1 ' 2 '3 have investigated the consequences 

of causality for boson-fermion scattering problems. The requirement of 

causality in a scattering problem may be stated in the following manner: 

If the scattered wave at a space-time point ~1 , t 1 is dependent on the 

amplitude of the incoming wave at the point ~2 , t 2 then the time t 2 

must be previous to t 1 , as observed from any Lorentz system. (Lorentz 

systems where the direction of time is reversed must be excluded from 

this definition, of course.) The Lorentz invariance of this requirement 

' 
implies that the separation between the two points must be timelike; thus 

v 
causality requires that the wave does not propagate with a speed exceeding 

that of light in a vacuum, In a field theory the condition may be imposed 

that field amplitudes corresponding to points separated by a spacelike 

interval m~st commute; this condition is equivalent to the requirement 

that no disturbance may propagate with a velocity greater than c. 
1 2 

Gell-Mann, Goldberger, and Thirring and Goldberger have shown 

that the requirement of causality in a field theory may be used to derive 

useful dispersion relations for photon-nucleon scattering and pion-nucleon 

scattering. These equations relate the dispersive part D(~) of the 

forward amplitude for elastic scattering to an energy integral of the 

• absorptive part A(~). If use is made of the well-known relation between 

A(~) and the total cross section, i.e., A(~) = (k/41f)OiT , the 

dispersion equations make possible the determination of the forward 

scattering amplitude from a knowledge of the total cross section at all 
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energies. The equations essentially are equivalent to the classical 

dispersion relations of Kramers and Kronig. 

It is reasonable to investigate whether or not the amplitude for 

finite-angle scattering satisfies a simple dispersion relation. One might 

attempt to generalize the forward-scattering relations by considering the 

energy dependence of the amplitude for a fixed, finite center-of-mass 

scattering angle. There are two important difficulties with such a 

procedure, however. First, such a finite-angle relation must depend on 

the size of the scattering region. This difficulty is especially disccuraging 

in such problems as gamma-nucleon or pion-nucleon scattering, where there 

is no definite boundary to the scattering region, and the extent of the 

region is not too well known. The second difficulty has to do with the 

fact that, as the energy of the bombarding particle varies, the energy of 

the target particle in the center-of-mass system varies also, giving rise 

to a complicated energy dependence of the scattering amplitude. 

In this paper a generalization to finite angles is made by considering 

the energy dependence of the scattering amplitude for a fixed center-of-mass 

value of the momentum transfer. This procedure overcomes the above-mentioned 

difficulties. That a fixed momentum-transfer dispersion relation is 

independent of the size of the scattering region may be seen most easily 

in the scattering of a particle from a fixed potential of range a. In 

this case the quantity that satisfies a dispersion relation is 

S exp [ 2 i a k sin (~ e) J , where S is the scattering matrix, 1ik is 

the momentum, and e is the scattering angle. If the momentum transfer, 

2 k sin (~e), is held constant as k is varied, the exponential factor 

is constant and S sat_isfies a dispersion relation which is independent 

of a. The second difficulty is overcome by expressing the scattering 

\,( 

' 
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amplitude in a special Lorentz system, defined by the condition that the 

initial and final momenta of the target particle are equal and opposite. 

If these momenta are held constant as the energy of the projectile varies, 

clearly the target particle energy remains constant. The difference between 

the final and initial target momentum, i.e., the momentum transfer, is 

equal to the momentum transfer in the center-of-mass system.
4 

The method used in this derivation is based upon the method of 
2 

Goldberger, and the assumptions made concerning the high-energy convergence 

of the scattering ·amplitude are identical to those in Reference 2. The 

derivation is given for pion-nucleon scattering, though the method is 

applicable to other boson-fermion scattering problems. 

The advantages of a fixed momentum-transfer dispersion relation 

over a fixed scattering-angle relation are partially nullified by an 

important disadvantage; namely, a minimum pion kinetic energy is necessary 

in order to transfer a specific amount of momentum to the nucleon. The 

scattering amplitude corresponding to energies less than this minimum 

energy must be determined by an analytic continuation process, if the 

dispersion relations are to be useful. In order to make this continuation, 

and in order to express the scattering amplitude in terms of convenient 

quantities, the amplitude is expanded in terms of waves of different 

orbital angular momenta. The analytic continuation into the nonphysical 

region is then made by the simple process of continuing the Legendre 

polynomials into the region cos e ~ -1. It has been pointed out by 

Syrnanzik5 that this continuation procedure is not rigorous in all cases. 

It is hoped, however, that the error will be unimportant in the low-energy 

applications of the relations. 
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The results express the dispersive part of the amplitude for a 

particular partial wave in terms of a sum over angular momenta of energy 

integrals of the absorptive parts of the various partial-wave amplitudes. 

The form of the dispersion relation depends on the asymptotic behavior of 

the scattering amplitude at high energies. 
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2. THE CAUSAL SCATTERING AMPLITUDE 

Dispersion relations for scattering problems depend upon the 

principle that no disturbance may propagate with a velocity greater than 

that of light in a vacuum. 2 Goldberger . has made use of this causal principle 

in giving a field theoretical derivation of dispersion relations for pion-

nucleon scattering in the forward direction. In this paper the method of 

Goldberger is generalized and· appiied to scattering at fi_nite angles. 

We shall consider a pion-nucleon scattering event 
6 

in which a pion 

of four-momentum k is scattered into a state k 1 , the nucleon undergoing 

a transition from a state of momentum p to a state p 1 • The Greek sub-

SCripts 0( and cr I are USed to denote the Charge StateS Of the initial 

and final pion. The element of the scattering matrix corresponding to this 

event may be written in the form 

s~~~ (k 1
, p 1

; k, p') = 
. n E (-i) /(n!) x 

n 

(2.1) 

The quantity P [ H(x1 ), ••• H(~) J denotes the time-ordered product of the 

operators H(xi), whi'ch represent the interaction Hamiltonian density at 

the space-time points xi. The symbol ¢p or ¢p 1 represents a ~tate 

of the nucleon with momentum p or p'. These state vectors are normalized 

by the equation 

8<p-p1) (2.2) - -
The symbol aor' (k I) denotes an annihilation operator for a pion of four-

momentum k 1 and charge state Cf 1 , while * ~ (k) represents a creation 
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operator for the state (k, cy ). The operators and state vectors have the 

time dependence of the interaction representation. 

It is assumed that the Hamiltonian density representing the local 

interaction between the pion and nucleon fields may be written in the form 

H(x) (2.3) 

where ¢~(x) is the pion field operator for t~e charge state ~ , and 

O~(x) is some nucleon field operator. In symmetrical, pseudoscalar meson 

theory with pseudoscalar coupling, O~(x) is given, in conventional notation, 

by 

of1(x) = i g ~(x) ~ 1:'~ tp<x) (2.4) 

The method of Low7 may be used to write the S matrix in terms of the 

operators Jl~ (x) in the Heisenberg representation. 

sc:r1cr (k', p'; k, p) S / S<k' - k) S<P' - p) t [ C-i)
2/<211)3 

C4 wed)!) 
Of=/ - - - -

DC ~ 

x 5 dx s dy .-ik'x e lky 
p ~~~ (x)' 2~ (y)-J ~u f 

-a. -oD 

= 
2 

$(k 1 - k) &Cp' - p) + (-i) S<k' + p' - k - p) ......... ,.,... _ _,.. ,.,..., 

The symbols IIJ and 
Tp• 

(2.5) 

~ represent exact nucleon eigenstates of the 

total Hamiltonian in the Heisenberg representation. When the nucleon current 

contains terms depending on the pion field, Eq. (2.5) must be modified to 
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include other terms. This complexity is neglected here, since, as shown 
2 

by Goldberger, the extra terms do not alter the causal property of the 

scattering matrix. 
8 

A matrix U, similar to the U matrix of M~ller, may be defined 

by the equation 

-1 
~~q' = ~'cf -t- i(27t) S<k +P- k1

- p 1
) (k', p' I~~ I k, p). 

We shall define a scattering amplitude, which is invariant to Lorentz 
8 

transformations, in terms of ~~o( , 

(k', p' I ~~ I k, p) 

2 lS -i~(k+k')z L 1 - i 21t m-\E 1E)
2 

dz e "' . ( gfp" P ~OJ'/ (~z), ~(-!z) lpp) 

where m is the mass of the nucleon. 

Following the method of Goldberger, we obtain a causal scattering 

amplitude by replacing the time-ordered product P ~~ (~z), ~c( (-~z)] 
by the quantity 1 (z) [.Q~( (! z), ~c( (-i z) J , where 

1(z) - 1 for Zo > 0 -

= 0 for zo ~· 0 

The modified scattering amplitude is given by 

_2 1 -1 s -i !(k + k 1 )z, 
MCIJ'~(k', p'; k, p) = i 27{ (EE 1 )

2 
m dz e ~(z) 

X ~ y;p' r~~(~ z), ~ (-! z)J % l , 

(2.6) 

(2.7) 

(2.8) 
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·The two matrices M~1~ and F~ 1~ differ for negative energies, but not for 

f positive energies. The modification of the amplitude causes negat1ve-energy 

pions, as well as positive-energy pions, to propagate from past to future, 

thus assuring the causal nature of the scattering amplitude, M~;~ . 

Though we have not considered the nucleon's spin coordinates, 

quantities such as MG(~ depend on this variable. An alternative point of 

view, which is adopted here, is that M~1~ is a matrix in the spin space 

of the nucleon. The Hermitian conjugate of this matrix is denoted by M~,~. 

A physical scattering event corresponds to a positive value of pion 

energy. Thus, in order to derive a useful dispersion relation, we must 

find some symmetry property relating the negative-energy part of M~1~ 

the positive-energy part. Since M is expressed in terms of a matrix 

element between two nucleon states of momenta p and p 1 , the symmetry - -

to 

properties of M may be expressed simply in the Lorentz system defined by 

the condition that the momentum P+ p 1 = 0. This system is called the q - --
system, and the momentum -p = p' is denoted by q. Conservation of -
momentum and energy may be used to show that the vectors k + p and k 1 + p 1 

~ ~ .........,_. ,...,.... 

are equal and are perpendicular to the vector q. Thus we define two 

perpendicular vectors, q and Q, 
...-.. ......... 

q = -p = p' 

(2.9) 
Q k- q = 

""'"" """" 
The orientation of these vectors for a typical scattering event, and the 

corresponding vectors in the center-of-mass system, are shown in Fig. 1. 

The momentum transferred to the nucleon during the collision is the same in 

either the q-system or center-of-mass system, and is equal to 2q . .... 
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. The rnagnitud·e of the vector Q depends on the pion energy W , 
"""" 

Q - Q(W) e (2.10) 
"*' -

where e is a unit vector. The function Q(w) is given by 

Q(W) (2.11) 

relation 

is defined in terms of q and the meson mass ~ 

2 2 ~ - / = ~ + _<i) • The scattering amplitude may be 

by the where 

expressed 

in terms of the variables of the q-system, 

M of'"'' ( !!.' §_, W) = i 2 .,/ (EJml S dz ~( z) exp( -i .9_· ~ + i «< z0 ) 

X t tpq[~/(! z),-9..- (-! za ~-q J > (2.12) 

where Eq is given by 
2 2 ~ 

Eq = (m t ,3_ ) • The symbol 17J denotes a nucleon 
:t"-q 

state ofmomentum -1_ and energy Eq. The relation between M..,.,~ ~ f, W) 

and the corresponding amplitude in the center-of-mass system is discussed 

in Section 5. 

The variable UJ in Eq. (2.12) may be considered as complex, thus 

defining M~~ for complex values of the energy. In the complex energy 

plane, the function Q(~) has branch points at W : r CJJ. The 
q 

complex W -plane, including branch cuts, is illustrated in Fig. 2. We 

define the function Q(w) in the upper half w -plane by analytic 

continuation from the region corresponding to physical scattering, i.e., the 

region Im .c,u = 0 , Re GJ.:) ) a;~q. This leads to the result 

* * Q(c.o) = - Q (-w) 

For real values of ~, Q(~) is positive when W ) W) , positive 
q ' 

(2.13) 
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and negative when 

The implications of causality with respect to the analytic properties 

of M-('a{ (,'l, ~' W) in the upper half W-plane are discussed in Section 4. 

• 

... 
I 
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3 • SYMMETRY PROPERT]J:S OF THE CAUSAL AMPLITUDE 

If use is made of the Hermitian property of the operator 

i [.£b('(~ z), ~ (-~ z) J , the amplitude Me:(~~'§> w) defined by 

Eq. (2.12) may be shown to have the symmetry property 

= M..i,-i (-q, f., ' - ~) . _,...., - -... . 
(3 .1) 

This property permits us to write dispersion relations in terms of quantities 

corresponding to positive values of ~ only. 

The validity of Eq. (3.1) depends on the fact that the nucleon 

states ""/'q and 17J are related by a reflection of the spatial r-q 
coordinates;· therefore the initial and final nucleon must be in the same 

charge state. For definiteness we assume this charge state tb correspond 

to a proton; thus M~~G( refers to the elastic scattering of pions by protons, 

The pair of indices ~/~ , which denote the charge states of the pions, 

may assume nine different values, since oi and c1' range from one to 

three. Charge conservation, however, limits the number of processes to 

three, 71+ + P -.,rf'+ P, ~0 +-~0+ p, and 11- 'f p -n/-+ p, 

We define three independent amplitudes which are simply related to these 

three processes, 

(1) 
M = 

M(2) = 

~(Mll + M22) 

l 
2 

I 

i(Ml2 - M21) 

= M a 
71P 

= i<~p + M1J"_p) 

= 1 (M M ) ~ 1/+P - 7j=P 

An important property of these amplitudes is their symmetry with respect 

to interchange of the indices of and ~ 1 of the quantities ~~ . 

(3 .2) 
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Under the transformation 
I 

o(~ of , we have 

(.:1) ~· (/t) 
M ~ c.il M (3 .3) 

where 

f -~ 
,A = 1 or 

,A - 2 

3 

(3 .4) 

In a charge-independent theory, there are only two independent amplitudes, 

corresponding to total isotopic spins ! and 3/2. In such a theory, 

(1) (3) 
M = M - j (2 M3/ 2 + M! ) 

(2) 
M = 

The quantities Mo(~ of Eq. (2.12) may be separated into dispersive and 

absorptive parts, 

where D and A are defined by 

(3 .5) 

(3.6) 

n.,~ - i 11'
2

(Eq/m) s dz €.(z) exp( -i ~: ~ + i w z0 ) f:J~q• [~, (~z), ~Hzil~-q ~' 
(3.7) 

i(q 1l<Eo/ml S ctz exp(-i E:~ + 1 wz0 l f %• [~,(~zl, .9..( Hzij qJ-qJ-

o .8) 

The function E(z) of Eq. (3 .7) is defined by the relation t(z) = -1 + 2 ~(:z). 

Similarly,·. the amplitudes M( ~) may be written in terms of dispersive 

and absorptive parts, M( it) = D ( il) + i A (.A.), where D (A ) and A (;l ) may 

.. 

" I 

f 
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be expressed in terms of the operators ~ and ~/ · if use is made of 

' Eqso (3.2), (3.6), (3o7), and (3.6)o Later it will be seen that this 

division of the quantities M(il) corresponds to a separation of the entire 

scattering amplitude into Hermitian and anti-Hermitian parts . 

If use is made of Eq. (3.2), the symmetry property, Eqo (3.1), may 

. . (A.) (/t) 
be written in terms of the quant1t1es D and A , 

()l.)t 
n (q,6,w) 

" (.A ) . : £, D · ( -q, g , -W) , 
"' - - (3 .9) 

<iUt 
A (q, ~'Gel) -

"""' ......., 

( i\) - e, A (-q, E.,, -w)o 
~ -""' 

This symmetry condition alone is not enough to determine whether or not 

D ( A) and A (A ) , which are matrices in nucleon spin-space, are Hermitian. 
(A) 

Another useful property of M may be ob~ained, however, from the 

symmetry of the operator e of9 (z) = G.~l (~ z)' ~ (..:~z)] with respect 

to the transformation z ~ -z, i o eo, 

&'~I of (-Z) : - Cl ~;.. Z) o ( 3 .10) 

~ (it) 
From Eq. (3.10) and the symmetry properties of M with respect to the 

exchange o(~oj 1, Eqo (3.3), it can be shown that DC,~.) and A(A) 

satisfy the equations 

( ft.) 
A (q, e,, w) 

..... -

for 

for 

for 

- C , -w) for 

l U:' I > wq 
jwj<. wq, 

(3oll) 
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This symmetry condition is different in the two 

and I w ( L wq, because the function Q(~) 

energy regions, 
1 

= (w2 _ w 2)2 
q 

is real and 

odd in W for J W J ) ~q' and is imaginary and even for J W 1 i. wq. 

Th t t . f M( i\ ) . 1 d . f e symme ry proper 1es o may be more s1mp y expresse , 1 

the scattering amplitude is written as the sum of spin-independent and spin-

dependent parts, 

(3 .12a) 

(~)( .::: ) 
D q, c;o., W 

(3 .12b) 

E,, "-') 
(3 .12c) 

Here cr- is the nucleon spin-matrix and 1 is the unit matrix. The 

quantities "'zN ,S, dN ,S and aN ,S are simple functions, rather than 

two-by-two matrices. Since the scattering amplitude used here is Lorentz 

invariant' the amplitude in the q-system, M( A ) ( q, e' w)' must be invariant - ....., 
to spatial rotations and reflections. Therefore the functions 

and aN S are invariant to spatial rotations and reflections, 
' 

"'lN ,S' dN ,S 

Since the 

vectors q and e are orthogona~these functions are quadratic in q ' ..... 
and quadratic in e 'and hence are functions of only the energy, and the 

........ 

magnitude q of.the vector q. In terms of these functions, the symmetry 
"""' 

properties, Eq. (3. 9) and Eq. (3.ll) , become 

dN (it)* ( q, 4,)) ell 
(it ) 

- dN (q, -~) -
Cit)* -e <.il) (3 .13) aN (q, ~) - aN (q, -t.)) - A 
(A.)* -e. (A) 

ds (q, w) = ds (q, -~) ' 
(it)* 

4 
(it) 

as (q, ~) - f) aS (q, -W) -

,.1 

~ 
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(;l) 
c;l 

Cfi) 
dN (q, w) = dN (q, -co) ' 

.~ (il) -e c ;n 
(3.14) aN (q, w) - aN (q, -Gc>) - A 

·~ <iU <iU · cis (q, "') = -E d5 (q, -w) 
1\ 

c ;o 
w) 

( ..1) 
as (q, - EA as (q, -w) -

From Eqs. 
(/L) 

aN,S . are a~l 

(A) 
(3.l3) and (3.14) we see that the functions dN,S and 

real. Thus the separation of M(/t) into dispersive and 

absorptive parts corresponds to a separation of the scattering amplitude 

into Hermitian and anti-Hermitian parts. The reality of the functions 
c;u C/l) 

dN S and aN 5 , together with either of the relations, Eq. (3.13) 
' ' . (,A.) 

or Eq. (3.14), represent the symmetry properties of M in the form 

that is used in the derivation of the dispersion relations.· 

' 
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4. ANALYTICITY AND DISPERSION RELATIONS 

The causality principle may be used to show that, for a fixed q, 

the scattering amplitude M 1~ (q, e, ~) has certain analytic and 
Of,-.--

-
boundedness properties in the region R+ , which denotes the upper half 

complex ~-plane. The causal principle, that no disturbance propagates 

with a speed exceeding that of light in a vacuum, requires that the 

commutator [_~,(~ z),~r:J\ (-~ z)J vanish for spacelike values of the 

spare-time variable z. Therefore, the factor ~ (z)( ':fq [..Po(' (~z),,..~ (-~z)J~-q) 
in Eq. (2.12) may be finite only for values of z satisfying the two 

inequalities, 

and zo z l z I · (4.1) 

The amplitude Mo('c( in Eq. (2.12) depends on the complex energy W only 

through the factor exp ( -i Q • z + i wz0), where Q is given in terms of 
...... ....., -

~ by Eqs. (2.10) and (2.11). For a value of z in the region defined 

by Eq. (4.1), the exponential factor is bounded in R+, i.e., 

exp( -i Q • z + i ClfJ z0) ..... _ 
Since this bound is not uniform as a function of z0 , we must use 

2 
the technique of Goldberger, and interchange the order of a space-time 

integration, and an energy integration, in order to derive dispersion 

(4.2) 

relations. A discussion of the justification of this exchange for forward 

scattering is given in Reference 2. Intuitively, one expects a greater 

high-energy divergence problem for finite-angle scattering than for zero-

angle scattering. However, if the momentum transfer is fixed, then as 

~ ~oo, the scattering angle approaches zero. Thus the convergence 

, 

.. 

I 
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-properties of M(q, w) as ()...) ___,oo are similar to those of M(O~ c..c.J), 

the difference being that the "effective pion mass 11 is wq' rather than j-t o 

Instead of actually carrying out this exchange of integration order, 

we arrive at the same result more simply by treating exp(-i Q•z + i w z0) 
_, ""'"' 

as if it were uniformly bounded. We may then apply a theorem of Titchmarch,
9 

to show that the amplitude M( A) (q, £, w) of Eqo (2ol2) is analytic in - -
R+ , and that the divergence of M(~) as the real part of ~ approaches 

infinity is no worse above the real axis than it is for real values of the 

energy. The spin-flip and non~spin-flip amplitudes defined in Eqo (3~12a) 

must also be analytic in R+ , since they may be expressed in terms of 

M( A) ( q, E.~ w) by the equations, - -
~/A.)(q, w) - ~ Tr1M(/l\~, ~' w)j 

The form of the dispersion relations depends upon the high-energy 
<It) 

of the amplitudes "Yn • If the Lesbegue integral 
l~ '(N 3 S 

J 
2 dW existsj where i'Yl. is any of the six amplitudes 

convergence 

Si "rr(!w2 
~ (~) 
-(N,S , and ~ is any positive number, a dispersion relation may be 

11 
obtained by considering the contour integral 

- i 0 

7J' 

where the contour C+ is shown in Fig o 3 o The energy cv
0 

is arbitrary 

and may be chosen for convenience. 
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~ If the scattering amplitude converges rapidly enough that the integral 

J. I ~ / 2 
dw exists, where Of again is any positive constant, a 

~ 
stronger dispersion relation may be obtained by considering the contour 

integral, 

i f hJ. (q, wr) 
d ""' - 0 -

11 w' -w 
c+ 

(4.5) 

Because of the boundedness property of ~ in R+ , the contribution to 

the integra~of Eqs. (4.4) and (4.5) from the semicircle in C+ will vanish 

as the radius approaches infinity. The two types of dispersion equations, 

those derived from the integral of Eq. (4.4) and those derived from Eq. (4.5) _, 

will be referred to as type A equations, and type B equations, respectively. 

After suitable approximations have been made, the type B equations 
7 

may be directly compared to Low's equatio~ for pion-nucleon scattering. 

Since it is questionable whether or not the high-energy convergence of 

~ (q, ~) is sufficiently rapid to justify this procedure, we discuss the 

type A dispersion relations, which follow from Eq. (4.4). If use is made of 

the symmetry properties of the ~ (q, w) 

dispersion relations corresponding to c~ 

written 

functions, Eq. (3.14), the 

= 1 ( ,1 = 1 or 3) may be 

cO 

d (1,3)( ) (1,3)( 
N q, GU - dN q, ~) = 

2 2 
2(W - w0 ) 

1! S (1,3) ' 
p w dcd aN (q, ~ ) , 

2 2 2 2 (w' - w ) (c:.u' ·- w ) 
0 0 

(4.6) 
(1,3) 2 (1,3) 2~(W 

2 2 
2 

wo) - 4)0 ) q ct8 (q, w) - w q ds (q, -- 7f "'b r (1,3) 2 w') 
X p 

d c:C)i q aN (q, 
2 

wo2)(w'2 2 
0 (e.u I - - w) (4.7) 

~ 

t 
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where the symbol P denotes that the principal part of the integral is to 

be taken. Similar equations may be derived for the case ~::: -1, which is 

discussed later. 

The integral in these equations involves the absorptive part a(q, ~) 

as a function of energy for all energies in the range 0 ~ C.(.) L.. <:10 • 

Howeverj a(qj ~) may vanish for certain regions of ~ in this range. 

In order to see this we expand the matrix element ~ :¥Jq' [-~' (!zh ~ (-~zil ~qJ 
in A"/ 'c( , Eq. (3 .8) ~ in a complete set of intermediate states, t.J'n , 
which we take to be eigenfunctions of the entire Hamiltonian, 

x J; [~lfq'~' <!zl <J'n] f iJire~o~, Hzl P-q J - { q;q'~ Hzl !Jln] 

x ~ !Jin'~' (!zl ljJ_q l] (4.8) 

-i Pz i Pz 
If use is made of the relation ~ (z) '"" e ...0"( (0) e where P is 

the total momentum-energy operator 9 the space-time integral in Eq. (4.8) 

may be carried out j and \- 'o( may be written 

A 'i'~ = (271') 4 ~ (E/m) ~ [f lJiq• .llo(' ( 0) l/ln,Q ~ ~ Pn,ri.!i.< ( 0) iJ' -q 1 

x 8 (CIJ + Eq - En,Q) - f!Jiq' .Qo( ( 0) lfn,-Q }/ !Jin,-Q'.ll.j 1 (0) lf-q J 

x S<w- Eq+ En,Ql] (4.9) 

where 17J -+ denotes the state ~lin with total momentum ± Q j and fnj _Q Tl 
E is the total energy of such a state. njQ 
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Because of the energy delta functions in Eq. (4.9), the spectrum of 

depends simply on the spectrum of the states cp n. If the moment urn- · 

energy four-vector corresponding to the state (fj is denoted by Q:, En,P), 
Tn,P 

the Lorentz invariant proper mass of the state ~n is given by 

~ = [ (En,P) 2 - !,_ 2 ] ! . We assume the following energy spectrum for the 

proper mass ~ of the states ~n: 

(i) A point spectrum at the energy ~ = m corresponding to the 

real neutron or proton state; 

(ii) A continuous spectrum in the region jA- <. Mn L oO 

corresponding to states consisting of a nucleon, plus one or more other 

"particles," where the term "particle" denotes either a pion or a nucleon 

. 12 pa1r. 

It has been assumed that no bound state of the nucleon-pion system 

exists. States involving no nucleons have been neglected, since they do 

not contribute to Eq. (4.9). 

The energy spectrum of A~~(~) may be determined from the spectrum 

of the states ~n· Because of the two terms of Eq. (4.9), a state of 

proper mass ~ will contribute to the spectrum of \r'o< at two energies' 

one being the negative of the other. Though the integrals in Eqs. (4.6) 

and (4.7) involve only positive energies, it is useful to compute the 

spectrum of ~~ (W) in the entire energy region - c:.o <. W "'oo. When the 

index n. refers to the real nucleon state, the quantity En,Q in Eq. (4.9) 

is equal to (m 
2 + Q

2)!. If use is made of the relation 9..2 = w 2 
- /-A-2 

- 51,.
2

, 

it can be seen that the spectrum of ~,9 (~) corresponding to the real 

nucleon intermediate state is given by 

l 



.. 
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2 2 -1 
(q + ~ r )Eq 

The positive sign corresponds to the second term of Eq, (4.9). Note that 

2 
~ must be a positive quantity, since q Z 0. 

The continuous spectrum of fu contributes two continuous spectra rn 
to ~~ (W), The end points, and - w , of these spectra correspond a 

to an intermediate state t TJ of proper mass m + J.N , 
Tn / 

The determination 

of ~ is analogous to that of ~b' and yields the result 

2 -1 
(mf- - q )Eq 

Therefore, the two continuous spectra of ~b( (GV) are given by 

-oa./w-' -W 
"' - a 

and 

The complete spectrum of Ao{~ (~) is shown in Fig. 4. 

The contribution of the real nucleon state to Aco( 1c( (w) 

at the energy w = wb is denoted by SCw - wb) ~~(q, 

or 8 (w = wb) ct~) (·q, wb). The quantity a,}lt ) (q, wb) 

expressed in spin-independent and spin-dependent parts, i.e., 

where the magnitude of Qp is 
eli) 

may be 

(4.12) 

The quanti ties ~ S ( q) may be estimated from a specific meson theory, 
' 

The energy ~a' which indicates the end points of the continuous 

spectra of A(~), may be positive or negative, We shall consider the two 

cases separately, 
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Case I 

m ~ , then GUa )> O, and the absorption integrals in 

,Eqs. (4.6) and (4.7) may be limited to the range ~ <. ~ <.oa. If ~~(c.c:>) 

is expressed in the form of Eq. (4.9), only the first term of this expression 

contributes to the absorption integrals. 

Case II 

If 
2 

q > m)'t, then w "0. a 
In this case both terms of Act~ (G<.J) 

contribute to the absorption integrals in the energy range 0 ~~ ~ - ~' 

while only the first term contributes in the range - Wa <.. w ~ c:o0 • 

However, since the two terms of Aof~ (w) are transformed into each other 

under the transformation W ~ - w , the absorption integrals may be 

extended to the energy range wa < w 4610 , provided that the contribution 

of the second term in ~'<=( ('-0), Eq. (4.9),is neglected. 

From the above discussion it can be seen that the lower limit of the 

absorption integrals may be taken to be ~a in either of the two cases 

<:..· 
Wa > 0, provided A(w) is properly interpreted in the anomalous region 

Wa ~ W < - wa , which exists in the case wa ~ 0. If the arbitrary 

energy ~O is taken to be 

in terms of the functions 

wa, and the 
r' (}i) 
IN S (q)' 

' 
and (4.7), may be written in the form 

(1,3) (1,3)( 
dN (q, ~) - dN q, ~a) 

+ 

real nucleon contribution is written 

the dispersion relations, Eqs. (4.6) 

p 
G&)' dW aN (1,3) (q,W) 

(w•2 _ w 2) (w• 2 _ ~.:?) 
a 

(I) 
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"i) 
2 2 

_ 2 W(W - ~) 

11 

X ps 
% 

2 (1,3) 
d w' q as (q, &a') 

(W'2- W 2)(wr2- w2) 
a 

+ 
c/ 2 ~(l, 3 ) (q) w (CA.} _ ~2) 

(wb2- "?t2)(~2- d) 

(II) 

The dispersion relations for the case E). = -1 may be derived 

in a similar fashion. The form of the equations is different in thetwo 

cases, 1: +l . . .,.,_,(}l)(q·, "'·') ~~ = _ , s~nce the symmetries ~n energy of ''( ~ 

are different [ Eq. (3 .14) J . The equations corresponding to the case 

EA. = -1 (A = 2) are 

(2) (2) 
dN (q, w) dN (q, wa) - CJ.J -- -

wa 

oa s (2) 
X p dW'' aN (q, W) 

+ 2 2 2 2 
a (w - ~ ) ~· . - w ) 

2 (2) 2 (2) 
q ds (q, w) - q ds (q, w) -

oO 

S 2 (2) ') 
X p (JJI dW q aS (q, C:U 

--~2~----=2~~2~----2-
(w' - wa ) (w r _ w ) 

c.Ja 

2 2 
2co(W - W) a 

11 

r<2) 2 
2 N (q) W(W -

(wb 
2 2 

- ~ )(cub 

2(W2- ~a 2) 

11' 

2 
-

w2) 
a 

'<}) 

2 (7(2) 2 2 
q 2 IS (q) Wb (W - ~ ) 

+ (W. 2 _ (J)2)(GU 2 _ J) 
b ·a b 

(III) 

(IV) 
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The dispersion relations for forward scattering may be obtained from 
2 

Eqs. (I), (II), (III), and (IV) by letting q approach zero. An important 

distinction between the finite momentum-transfer equations and the zero-q 

limit is the existence of the energy region W ~ w ~ c.J) , which shrinks 
a q 

to zero in the limit as q ~ 0. Since the momentum Q is imaginary in ...... 
this energy region, the scattering amplitude ~annat be directly related to 

physical processes. The interpretation of this nonphysical region is 

discussed in Section 5. 

In order for the dispersion equations to be useful, some estimate must 

r (il) 
N 

5 
(q), which represent the contribution 

' 
be made of the functions 

to the equations of the real nucleon state. We shall assume symmetrical, 

pseudoscalar meson theory with pseudoscalar coupling, in which theory the 

operators Oo( (x) are given by Eq. (2.4). If the operators ,P+ , .Q_ 

and Q3 are defined by the equations .2± = ~ {.21 (0) ± i ,9.2(0) f 

E
3 

= £3(o), then Eq. (3.2) and Eq. (4.9) may be used to express the bound 

state contributiore a (A.) in the form 

(1) a (q, ~b) = 
(2) . a (q, Ct.l,) 

(4.13) 

•' 
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1 
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corresponds to a real neutron of momentum Qb ~ while 
, ..... 

corresponds to a real proton. 
2 

If terms of order ~/m) are neglected, matrix elements of the 

operators ~+ ,.2_ and ..Q3 

yielding the result, 

N p 

('Fa ~ ~ ~ lpb ) = 

between real nucleon states may be evaluated, 

N l/{) 
p p 

0Pa ' 23 ~ ) 

13 

(4.14) 

where f is the renormalized coupling constant characteristic of the ps~udo

vector interaction.
14 

Therefore, in this no-recoil approximation: the 

quantities a<A.) (q, ~) are given by 

0.(1) ( q, cq,) = 

= 

From this equation and the definition of 

values of !;,_~"'). ) to lowest order of 

theory with pseudoscalar coupling are 

r..(l) r-:(2) {!(3) 2 2 2 2 
- - = (f 7 )(q - ~) N - N - N 

r.(l) r:.(2) r:.(3) 2 2 
- = = -2 f 0 s - s s 

(4.15) 

2[ 2 2] - f 1 + (2 q 0) ' -
(4.16a) 

(4.16b) 
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5. PARTIAL WAVE ANALYSIS OF DISPERSION EQUATIONS 

In order to express the dispersion relatiomin terms of experimentally 

measured quantities, we shall transform Eqs. (I), (II), (III), and (IV) into 

variables of the center-of-mass system. The q-system energy and momentum 

variables are related to center-of-mass quantities by the equations 

E W - E W q - c c 

-1 
w = Ec We Eq - E q (5.la) 

2 2 
2 q = kc (1 - cos ec> (5.lb) 

where W and We represent the total energy in the q-system and center-of

mass syst,em, and kc , ec , and Ec represent the center-of-mass values 

of the magnitude of the particle momentum, scattering angle, and nucleon 

energy. In general the subscript c will be used to denote a variable of 

the center-of-mass Lorentz system. The vector product q x Q is related - -
to the scattering angle by the equation 

q X Q = q Q: n = (Wc/2 Eq)~c x !'c) ,.... ..... - (5.2) 

= (Wc/2 Eq) kc 
2 

(sin 9c).e_ ' 

where n represents a unit vector and kc and k' are the initial and 
-. -. """'C 

final values of the pion momentum in the center-of-mass system·. 

The center-of-mass scattering amplitude Me()\ )(kc, k' ) may be 
"" .... c 

separated into spin-independent and spin-dependent parts in a manner similar 

to the separation of the q-system amplitude (Eq. (3.12a)] 

)>, (/1.)( I ) • I yYJ ().)( I ) = "(eN !c' !:. c 2:, -1- 1~·~c x!, c ··reS _!c'! c 

(5.3) 

t 
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(.it) - I 

Because of the invariance of Me (kc' k c) under three-dimensional 
~ -. (A) 

rotations and reflections, the functions Yn and · ·r eN 

Yn (;t) 
''(cS depend 

only on cos ec and the energy UOc· The center-of-mass quantities 
(A.) 

TrfN ( 9 c' eve) and 
CA.) -

"f'?cs (9c, ~) may be related to the 

corresponding q-system amplitudes, if use is made of the fact that the 

entire scattering amplitude is Lorentz-invariant, i.e., the amplitude 

relating any specific initial and final states in the q-system is equal to 

the amplitude relating the same states transformed into the center~of-mass 

system. The resulting transformation equations are 

Vn (}L) 
-,,~ -(q,w) 

2 
_ Eq + m Ec 

Eq(m + Ec) 

(5.4) 

<lt) "h(s - (q, w) -

These equations are derived in Appendix A. The complexity of the equations 

results from the complicated manner in which the Dirac spinors transform 

under Lorentz transformations.
15 

If the nucleon mass is considered to be large, and only terms of 

f . -1 zero and irst order in an expansion 1n powers of m are kept, then the 

relations between q-system quantities and center-of-mass quantities become 
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very simple, i.e., 

-1 2 2 
W = Gt.)c -1- m (kc - q ) 

2 
kc (1 - cos ec) 

i(l r Wc/m) ~c x _!'c) 

UCRL-3397 

.The Lorentz transformation does not mix the spin-independent and spin-

(5.5) 

dependent amplitudes in the limit of large m. The transformation equations 

reduce to the form 

</U Yr(N . (q, u;) 

(5.6) 
Yn (,1) 
. '(s (q, w) 

It is interesting to notice how the center-of-mass values of the 

energy and scattering angle vary, as the momentum transfer is held fixed 

and the q-system energy varies between the limits of integration in the 

dispersion equations. From Eqs. (5.1) it is seen that as ~ approaches 

infinity, the center-of-mass momentum becomes infinite and cos ec approaches 

the limit 1. In this limit the scattering is in the forward direction. At 

the point 00 = ~q the q-system and the center-of-mass system are the 

same, and the quantities kc and cos ec are equal to q and -1. In 

the nonphysical region w ~ u:; <::.w, a q cos ec is less than -1. The 

functions Q(UJ) and sin ec of Eq. (5.2) are imaginary in this region. 

As ~ approaches GVa , the center-of-mass momentum approaches zero, and 

cos ec approaches - 00. Thus the nonphysical energy region ~ ~ w ~ ~ 

corresponds to center-of-mass scattering angles in the range -cO~ cos Oc 

t.. -1. 
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In order to evaluate the contribution to the equations of the non-

physical region, we must remember that the scattering amplitude in this 

region is defined by analytic continuation from the physical regi'on w ) w o 
q 

A convenient method for interpreting the center-of-mass scattering amplitude 

in both the physical and nonphysical regions is the method of expanding the 

amplitude in terms corresponding to different values of orbital angular 

momenta. In such a formalism, the analytic continuation may be made by 

analytically continuing the Legendre polynomials into the region cos e < -1. 

This continuation method is quite simple; however, as is brought out later, 

it is· not rigorous in all cases. 

The magnitude of the relative orbital angular momentum, as well 

as the total angular momentum, is conserved in a pion-nucleon collision. 

For each value of the orbital angular momentum .f (except J?. :;: . 0), there 

are two scattering states, corresponding to the two valu~s of the total 

angular f. t ·i o The amplitudes for these two terms are 

denoted they are related to the scattering ph~se shifts 

(which are complex if inelastic processes are possible at the momentum kc) 

by the equation 

= 

The amplitudes 

-1 [ 0 ( /l) ' J 
kc exp .i o£t .' (kc) sin 

f ( ,1 ) 
£± may be related to the spin-dependent and spin-

independent amplitudes if use is made of the projection operators Bft , 
defined by 

B,R_ f 

= ( ,f - cr-· t)/(2 J. f'l) ...... ' ' 

(5.7) 

(5oS) 
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where ~ is the orbital angular momentum operator. The operator B£~ 

or B;_ , when operating on a pion-nucleon state vector of orbital angular 

momentum J projects out the term corresponding to j = ~ + ~ or 

j = ~- ~- If use is made of Eqs. (5.8), the scattering amplitude may be 
' 

expanded in partial waves, i.e., 

I 

X k C ...., (5.9) 

. 
The functions Pf. (cos 9c) are the Legendre polynomials, and P£ (cos 9c) 

are their derivatives, i..e., Pf. (z) = (d/dz) Pl (z). The expansiorn of 

/r;N and Yr;s are given from ~ comparison of Eq. ( 5.3) and Eq. ( 5. 9) . 

, [ c;;, > , (} c~ > 7 
(Wc/m) L,.f ( R.. f 1) ffr 1- )(. :e- J lf(cos ec) , 

c;n 
rn s (ec, W.c) ' '(c 

The equations, Eqs. (5.4) and (5.10), may be used to expand the 

scattering amplitude in partial waves. The center-of-mass quantities 

'rr;, cS (A ) , 'h,/cN (,1 ) , and f,t_t( fi ) may be separated into real and 

· · t m <..1 ) d < A ) + · C ~ ) 
lffiag~nary pars, ''(eN = eN ~ acN ' 

(5.10a) 

(5.10b) 

f'r1cs (A) :: des (/l) + i acs (A)' and f <.A.) - d (A ) + i a (;,) 
"l.t - R:t Rt . 
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Since the coefficients of Eqs. (5.4) and (5ol0) are real, these equations 

remain correct if the complex amplitudes are all replaced by their real parts, 

or by their imaginary parts. 

The partial-wave expansion of the scattering amplitude provides a 

straightforward method of analytic continuation to the nonphysical region, 
0 

since the functions P~ (cos e) and ~(cos e) are well defined for values 

of the argument in the range -oO <:::_ cos e < -L The dispersion relations, 

Eqso (I) - (IV), involve the threshold energy GOa both in the dispersive 

terms and the absorptive terms; hence the behavior of the Legendre expansions 

must be examined in the limit u.; ~wa, For values of W close to Wa, 

kc is small, and the leading terms of the Legendre polynomials and their 

derivatives are given by 

(5.11) 

0 2 2 
P _,e (1 - 2 q /kc ) 

1-1 () [ R. ] 2 2 2 i. -1 ~ (-1) (2 .x.- l)l ( - l)l (q /kc) . 

For small kc , the phase shifts ('1. ( /l ) (k ) are real, and the leading o.et c 

terms of the real and imaginary parts of ~±(kc) are given by 

cos . r ()) ~ 
S1n ':R.t 

(5.12) 

where the symbols LJ.R.±()..) represent constants with the dimensions of 

length to the power (2£+ 1). From Eqs. (5.4), (5.10), (5.11), and (5.12) 
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()\) 
it can be seen that as w approaches W , the leading terms of aN (q, w) 

(~) . .a 
and a ( q, W) correspond to f = 0 and are proportional to kc. ·The s . . 
quantities dN(q, ~a) and dg(q, ~a), on the other hand, are given by 

infinite series of finite terms, i.e., 

2 2 
(m + p_) (m + Eq ) ~ 

2 E m2 ---;_ 
q 

(-1)1. (~)! u R.-t- 1) Ll..ef);-~- (),J q?) 

(~! )2 

t (m f-~q 
2 E qm 

2 

(5.13a) 

2(i-l) 
q 

2,e 
q 

(5.13b) 

In order to simplify the writing of the equations we define partial non-spin-

flip and spin-flip amplitudes by the equations 

ct. r 1) f() (~) (kc) +- jt, ()) (k ) ' 
1(. + X.\- c 

(5.14a) 

< iU <~) 
f" (k ) - fo (k ) , 
~t.f c .-{- c 

(5.14b) 
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- cR + 1) L1 <). ) + ~ ./j c~ ) 
. :€+ -:e-

- Ll </n - L1 (~) 
~-
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( 5 .14c) 

(5.14d) 
- ~f 

The real and imaginary parts of the amplitudes f 0;/t) , 
~) ~~ 

</t ) 
i£N ' and 

fo are denoted by lower-case d 1 s and a 1 s with the proper subscripts 
~s . 
and superscripts. 

If use is made of Eqs. (5.1) and (5.4) the dispersion relations may 

be written in terms of center-of-mass quantities. Equations (5.10) may then 

be used to expand the scattering amplitude in terms of partial waves. 

Application of this procedure to Eq. (I) yields a rather lengthy equation; 

to simplify this equation we express some quantities in terms of the q-system 

energies W and W 1 , which are related to the center-of-mass variables 
-1 

by the equations W = Ec We Eq - Eq , and - E1 W1 E -l - E 
c c q q 

In terms of partial waves, Eq. (I) may be written 

P,( (cos 

E
9

(m + Ec) m 

2 

. (1,3) 
dN (q, wa). 

(Eq + m Ec) We 

(Eq. 5.15 cont.) 
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w' 

2 

~ l (1,3) E
9 

+ m E 1 c 

~ ';eN (k'c) P~ (cos 8'c) 
Eq(m +- E1 c) 

2 2 . (1,3) (k' ) 2 q (E - E' ) 

~ 9 c ~s c :e (cos 

k' 2 E (m +E' ) c q . c 

r (l,3) 2 2 
2 N (q)~ (c.u - ~ ) 

+ 2 2 2 2 
(wb - wa ) (wb - w ) 

Eq(m + Ec) m 

2 
(Eq + m Ec) We 

e'c)n 

' 

where the scattering angles 8c and e~ are determined by the momentum 
.. I 

transfer and the respective center-of-mass momenta, kc and kc , by 

(5.15) 

Eq. (5.lb). The functions dN (l,3 ) (q, aJa) are given in terms of partial 

wave amplitudes by Eq. (5.13a). 

Equations similar to Eq. (5.15) result from application of the 

above procedure to the dispersion relations, Eqs. (II)- (IV). 

The procedure outlined above is not rigorous for all values of q. 

Symanzik
5 

has pointed out that if the momentum transfer is large enough so 

2 '> that q m~ , the Legendre polynomial method of analytic continuation 

is not justified. In this case the q-system threshold energy ~a is 
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negative, and the energy region Wa <. W ~ W is anomalous because the a 

causal amplitude and the Feynman amplitude are not identical in this·region. 

The scattering amplitude has a branch point at the positive energy -~a· At 

real energies below this branch point, the causal amplitude is determined by 

analytic continuation above the real axis, while the Feynman amplitude is 

determined by continuation below the real axis. This energy region is 

discussed in Section 4, where it is shown that, for W < = C:Va, only 

part of the absorptive amplitude should be considered in analyzing Eqs. (I) -

(IV). If the center-of-mass energy We is held fixed, this branch point 

2 2 . 2 
becomes a branch point in the q -plane at the value q = ~(mr+wcEc + kc ) • 

Thus, the Legendre polynomial expansion of the absorptive amplitudes 

appearing in the w' c integrals is not justified for q2 ) ~(m~+G4o)~E~ + k62
). 

If ~~c =~'the branch point occurs at q
2 = mJA, which implies that 

the expansions of Eqs. (5.13) are not justified, and may not converge, when 

q2 > ~· 
A further difficulty arises because·of the pole in the scattering 

amplitude at the q-system energy ~· If the center-of-mass energy is held 

2 fixed, this corresponds to a pole in the q -plane at the point 
2 2 

q2 = ~(Ec We + kc - ~)' ) • It is not clear whether or not the expansions 

of q2 ·larger than this. If YrjcN and 'rY;cs are justified for 

q2 = ~(m?- - ~ 2) t e ' where €. is a small positive number, the pole 

2 2 -1 
at the q-system energy of the factor (cv - w ) , and the pole at a 

GVb of the scattering amplitude are close together. In this case the 
2 2 -1 

residue of the pole at ~ contains the large factor(~ - ~a ) as 

seen from Eqs. (I) -(IV). It appears that the quantities dN(q, ~a) 

and d3 (q, ~), which respresent the residues of the poles at ~a' may 

also be large, and the expansions of Eqs. (5.13) may not converge when 
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It should be noted that if alternate dispersion 

relations were derived from the contour integral of Eq. (4.5), the troublesome 

factors (~b2 - ~2) and dN,S(q,~a) would not appear. 

The nonrigorous nature of the present procedure for too large values 

of 2 q may be seen most clearly from the following considerations. The 

partial-wave analysis is made by expanding the various quantities of the 

dispersion relations in powers of q2 =! kc2(1- cos e). In Section 7 it 

is shown that, in such an expansion, some of the quantities which refer to 

the anomalous energy region w <. J·wa / 
!Cm,t-t- Y-2). 

have radii of convergence of 

2 
q = r;u or 

2 
q 

If the energy is low enough the above arguments do not apply, since 

we have 2 
q kc

2 
for scattering at any angle. In this case the 

quantities ~N(kc) of an equation of the type of Eq. (5.15) may be 

separated by multiplying the equation by the Legendre polynomials and 

integrating over all angle~. For energies such that kc2 > one 

may still derive different dispersion relations by taking various derivatives 

of the quantities with respect to 2 
q or cos e, and evaluating in the forward 

. . 16 
d1rect1on. The various dispersive amplitudes occurring in these equations 

may be separated only if it is a valid approximation to consider only a 

finite number of angular momenta. It is hoped that future research will 

clarify these points concerning the validity of various dispersion relations. 
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6. HEAVY-NUCLEON EQUATIONS 

Since the analysis of equations of the type of Eq. (5.15) is long 

and complicated, we first discuss the simpler case in which the nucleon 

mass is considered to be large compared with the other energies involved. 

If the quantities of Eq. (5.15) are expanded in powers of m-l , and terms 

of order higher than the first neglected, the non-spin-flip and spin-flip 

amplitudes are no longer mixed, and the coefficients in the equation are 

simplified. An equivalent method of obtaining this "heavy-nucleon limit" 

is to use Eqs. (5.5) and (5.6) in transforming the dispersion relations to 

the center-of-mass system. If, for convenience, both energy and momentum 

variables are used, the "heavy nucleon" limit of. Eq. (5.1.5) may be written 

in the form 

Ps
c::.a 

W' c dGAJ c 
----------------
k I 2(W I 2 - (..c) 2) 

/A c c c 

(w' - w )(cu c c c 
. 2 
W' c + ,M-) 

+ 
2 . 

q (w' c - <4)(~ -CA..J'c)(2w' c + '4; +-)-4) 

m w c<~' c-+ ~)(we 'f )-4-) (C4.; 'c f)--'-) 

_,. 
(1,3) 2 2 2 

2 rN . (q)(q + ~ .f<- )k
0 

m f-2 C4,;c 2 

(6.1) 
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The dispersion equations would be more useful if the various partial-

wave a~plitudes were separated as much as possible. If Eq. (6.1) is valid 

for all values of q2 in the range 0 .C. q ~ kc, a particular 'tN V)) (kc) 

b t d f th cL.,N< ,'\) (kc.) d" t may e separa e rom e K correspon 1ng o other angular 

momenta by multiplying the equation by ~ ~ (cos ec) and integrating with 

respect to cos ec between the limits -1 and 1. 

In carrying out this procedure it is helpful to think of cos ec -

1- 2(q
2
/kc2) and kc as the independent variables and to express q and 

cos e'c 
I 

in terms of k C' and cos ec . If cos 9c and cos e' c 

are denoted by z and z' , z' is given as a function of z, kc , and 

k'c by the equation, 

(6.2) 

The equation for the amplitude d (l,3)(k) , which results from the above ',fN c 

procedure, is 

(1,3)( ) 
';eN . kc 

2£ + 1 

WI dC.UI 
c c 

k' 2(Wt 2 -
c c 

X 
(1,3)(k' ) 

al'N c 

2R. 1 + 1 

L1 (1,3) 
~IN 

2 .R.,r + 1 

(I I) 
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The quantities , and 
I 

;;-e are given qy the integrals 

l 

- I (k ) 

Cf ~R.' c 
= ("-:1!

1 

(2 .R' +- l)! 

2 (f"!) 2 j ·. R' 
dz 1 (z) ~ l ; z) , (6.3a) 

- 2 R.' + l 
2 

l 

~ 
-1 

2 

-1 

l 

~ dz ~ (z) ~· (z•) 

-1 

where 
2 

q is equal to ~ kc (l - z) and the quantity z 1 

is given by Eq. (6.2). 

' 
(6.3b) 

(6,3c) 

of Eq.- (6.3b) 

It may be seen by inspection that the functions defined by Eqs. (6.3) 
. ~ 

satisiy certain "select:on rules", i.e., o(JJ 11.' vanishes if ~~ L R, 
~ ,R' vanishes ~: .R. -: 1 - 1 , and r vanishes ~r .e.> 2, rr , 
terms of order m are neglected, ~ ,Q' and c:tf.R ,Q' vanish if _

1
.f. ~ f.. . 

It is shown in Section 7 that, if higher orders than the first in m are 

included, the functions that correspond to CY' ! 
7/l. ,Q' -

do not satisfy such rigorous selection rules. In Appendix B, the 

-1 I and 'f. 
integ als 
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in Eqso (6o3) are evaluated for the smallest values of / ~·- J. J and f. o 

An equation similar to Eq. (1 1 ) may be derived for the spin-flip 
(1,3) 

amplitudes, Jes . The derivation involves using Eqso (5.5) and (5o6) 

to transform Eqo (II) to the center-of-mass system, and expanding in partial 
(1,3) 

waves by means of Eqso (5ol0b), (5ol4b), and (5ol4d). The quantities ~S 

corresponding to different values of )( may be separated by making use 

of the following orthogonality relation for the functions P~(z) = d ~(z)/dz 

!<2 .e 1- 1) ~ dz(l - z
2

) [ d ~ (z)/dz] [dPi' (z)/dz] - i c.e +ll ~·R' . 
-1 

The resulting dispersion relation for 

in m-1 is 

X 

2 
2c.cJk c c 

oO 

~ 
i'=l 

f (1,3) (k ) 
"Rs c· 

where and J. f are both greater than zero o 

II 
k l ) J, R.' (kc' c , and are given by 

, correct to first order 



1 

X ~ 
-1 

fl.'+ 1 
(-1) 
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(2 ,e I - 1)! (2 R. + 1) 

(6.4a) 

1 

('_ . dz(l ~ z)(l- z') d p~ (z) d Pg,(z') 

~ dz dz' 

x [ 1 t q2(wc - co' c) ~2 + p<wc + (.L)' c) + (3 ~I -1- 2 ~)we ] ] 

m Cdc(c.uc -t- wc')(wc + JA)(wc' +)A-) 

X 

2J..1-l 

21.(~+ 1) 

1 

(' dZ ( l - z2 ) d 1£ (z) 
J 2 dz 
-1 

(6.4b) 

(6.4c) 

II II 
From Eqs. (6.4) it may be seen that cf , and A ~· satisfy 

f.' J. f 'A. I 
the same angular momentum selection rules as are satisfied by A~ 1 • 

II . ~ 'J_ I 
The quantity Y( )2 , on the other hand, behaves differently from lf~ , 
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)I) II 
for . ('£. vanishes when /. )1 2, and, if terms of order 1/m are neglected, 

'y) 
0 

II vanishes when ,R_ T l. 
(~ (2) (2) 

The partial scattering amplitudes f_eN and l S , which 

represent the difference between the corresponding partial amplitudes for 

1/+ - P scattering and 1/- - P scattering, satisfy equations sim~lar 
(2) (2) 

to Eqs. (I') and (II 1
). The equations for :eN , and 1's may be 

derived from Eqs. (III) and (IV) by following the same procedure as used 

for the cases ~ = 1, 3. The resulting equations are 

(2) 
c:eN (kc) 

2f.+l 

(2) 
III L1 

~ (k ) f'N 
l/7,1) 1 c -

X,.((: 2R.'+ 1 

III 
A (kc, kc') 
R'R' 

(III') 

and 
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2 2 m;;- W 

. (IV') 

III,IV III,IV 
The functions r:l. 

0 
~ A R. )'f III,IV 

-,_,!{, 't ~' I 

to the corJ;"esponding functions of the case 

are defined by the integrals, 

III 

of (kc) 
R ,f.' 

- (-l)R' (2_( I+- 1) t 

2( ~ q)2 

1 

1 

~ 
-1 

, {~ are similar 

€A = 1 ( /) = 1 or 3) • They 

(6.5a) 

21.1 + 1 

2 ~ dz P~ (z) PR.' (z') 

-1 

(6.5b) 



1 

= k S dz 

-1 

and 

IV /_'+ 1 
-1 (k ) - ( -1) 
"-1/,l c 

1 

X s 
-1 

IV 

Af,R.' (kc, k' c) = 

(21. + 1) 

2 ,e ( .R. + 1) 
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(6.5c) 

d p. :e (6.6a) 
dz 

1 

C dz(1+-z)(1-z') dPg(z) diJ,(z') J dz dz r 

-1 

'. 

(6.6b) 

(6.6c) 
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The values of the. angular integrals of Eqs. (6.3) through (6.6) corresponding 

to small values of .JJ - f.' I and i are given in Appendix B. 

Equations (I 1 ) through (IV 1 ) represent the ''heavy-nucleon limit" to 

the dispersion relations for pion-nucleon scattering, analyzed interms of 

orbital angular momentum and spin dependence. If Eqs. (5.14) are used, 

these dispersion relations may be expressed in terms of the amplitudes 

f (~) - d (~) +- i a (~) , which correspond to orbital angular 
it.. - Rt. .it 

momentum 1. and total angular momentum .,f t ~. The absorptive part of 

these equations cannot be expressed in terms of the total cross section, as 

can be done for the. forward scattering dispersion relations. However, the 

imaginary parts ae~/1) (kc) · . of the amplitudes fii <If) (kc) may be 

expressed in terms of partial cross sections by the equations 

( R + 1) a (~ ) (k ) 
2+- c 

T b 1 ,_. (,A) . . 1 t• f . f he sym o s ~ Aei: represent part1a cross sec 1ons or waves o 

orbital angular momentum ,R and total angular momentum f :J; ~ ; they 

are total cross sections in the sense that they include both eiastic ··and 

(1) (2) 
inelastic processes. The partial cross sections ~i: and cr:e.:t. 

(6.7) 

+ 
are defined in terms of the corresponding quantities for 11 -1- P scattering 

and 1!-+ P scattering by the equations 

I (1) 
cs;:t 

(2) cr- . 
2± 

- ! ~:t c1f-~'+ P) +Oft C7r 1- P)J 

- ! [~:t crt++ Pl- ~:t c7r-+ Pl] 



If terms of order 

express the real parts 

-1 m 
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are neglected, the dispersion relations 

of the partial-wave amplitudes in terms 

of the partial-wave cross sections corresponding to angular momenta equal 

to or greater than ,(, since, in this approximation, the functions ~,€'. 

of Eqs. (I 1 ) - (IV 1 ) vanish if R.' L.. ,f. . If terms of order m -l are 

included, on the other hand, the partial 

contribute to the equations for d ()I ) 

cross sections ~ ()I ) may 
':e,tt. 

.et if .£12 ,f- 1. The generalization 

of this rule when terms of higher order are included is discussed in Section 7. 

Only the energy and momentum variables of Eqs. (I') - (IV') have been expanded 

in powers of m-1 , since the m dependence of the absorptive amplitudes 

depends on the nature of the meson theory used. In most simple meson theories, 

though, the partial cross sections cr;R;;. (~) generally are smaller than 
\J <A) 2 2 ,, -..R f 'j;; by a factor of order (kc /m ) This relationship applies 

to pseudoscalar meson theory with ps~udoscalar coupling, provided both 

and ~' are greater than zero. Hence, if a simple meson theory is used 

to expand the partial cross sections in powers of m-l , and only the lowest-

order term is retained, approximate dispersion relations may be written 

which, in many cases involve only one angular momentum. However, if the 

experimentally measured partial cross 
. (,1) ())) 

sectlons ~t and cr-.,(/'t 
(where R.' > £), are of the same order of magnitude in a particular 

energy region, both partial cross sections should be included in the 

dispersion relations for d (~) 
~± 

of course. 

It should be noted that if the sums over angular momentum are cut 

off at some finite number, all quantities appearing in Eqs. (I') -(IV') 
2 

are finite even at energies such that kc ~ ~· The energy range in 

which these "heaVY nucleon" equations are approximately accurat-e is not 
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I ' 

known at present. 

If the scattering amplitude is sufficiently convergent at high 

energies, dispersion relations of type B may be derived from the contour 

integral of Eq. (4.5). The partial-wave analysis of these relations leads 

to equations that are simpler than Eqs. (I') -

involve the threshold t t 
A (})) d 

cons an s LJf N an 

(IV'). in that 

~ (/1) 
~s . 

they do not 

The partial-wave dispersion relations are most useful at low 

energies, where few angular momenta are important. Since only S and P 

waves seem to be important for low-energy pion-nucleon scattering, we study 

the form of the dispersion relations in the approximation that angular 

momenta of two or more units are neglected. Charge independence is assumed·, 
()t ) . 

so that the amplitudes f 0+ , f (~) 
1-

()t) 
, and r

1
+ may be expressed 

in terms of scattering amplitudes for total isotopic spins ~ and 3/2 by 

equations similar to Eq. (3.5). At low energies elastic scattering is the 

dominant reaction process, so we neglect inelastic processes. In this 

approximation the scattering phase shifts are real and, if the spin and 

·isotopic spin values of these phase shifts is denoted in the conventional 

manner, the r,elevant absorptive amplitudes are given by the equations 

k 
(1,3) 

c alS 

(1,3) 2 (' 2 . 
= kc a0+ .- ~ (2 sin o 3 + sin ¢ 1 ) 

[ 
(1,3) + .a

1
_(.1,3)J = kc 2 alt . 

- t (4 sin
2 ~33 f- 2 sin

2 ~ 
31 

f 2 sin
2 8

13 
+ sin

2 d
11

) , 

k [ 
(1,3) (1,3)] = c al+ - al- , 

= 1 (2 sin
2 & - 2 sin

2 g r sin
2 

3 33 31 
{\ . 2 8. 

0 13 - s~n 11) ' 
(6.8) 
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(2) - 1 ( . 2 {"' . 2 ('\ ) 
- kc aot .. - 3 s~n 0 3 - s~n 0 1 

= kc 

= 1 
.3 

[ (2) . 2 alt .. + a (2)J 
1-

(2 . 2 
s~n 033 + 

. 2 
s~n 

a (2)] 
1-

~. ·_ 2 
31 

. 2 s1n 
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dl3 - sin 
2 

811) ' 

(6.8) 

Formulas for the corresponding dispersive amp+itudes may be obtained from 

the above equations by replacing the functions sin
2 

8i by ! sin (2 8 i)' 

i.e., 

(6.9) 

and so forth. 

If the above equations are used to express the scattering amplitudes 
I-IV 

in terms of phase shifts, and the values of the functions AR,£' , 
r-oJ I-IV I-IV 
1 R ,J' , and p,f corresponding to angular momenta of 0 and 1 

·are taken from Appendix B, six equations for the six S and P phase 

shifts may be obtained from Eqs. (I')- (IV'). Since this procedure is 

straightforward, we do not list the six equations here, but list instead 

the corresponding type B equations which follow from the contour integral 

of Eq. (4.5). These equations are given below, expressed in terms of the 

quantities of Eqs. ( 6 -.8) arid· ( 6. 9): 
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S
C;;tO dk 1 

. -( k_l_2.....;:;...__k -2-.) 
0 c c 
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dk 1 
c 

kr--:2 [ 

2 2 2 2 
1 + (12W'c + 6 ~ + 18 we '-CJc)(w

1
c - W ) 

--~--~r----~~--~---~c ___ _ 

0 c 

. 2 2 2 J + kc (3 k I c - 4 kc ) 

I )2 
6 m c.u c< W 1 

c + we 

2 k 3 
c 

1( 

I 

k c 

6 m W c ( W 1 -t- w ) 
2 

c c 

(1) ( I ) f
2 J.,/ k 

a k c - r- c 
1N 

m w 2 
c 

(6.10) 

' (1) i ) 
k c a1N (k c 

k 3 
c 

7fm S 
dk 1 

cJ (CJJ~ +W) 2 

kl 
c 

(1) I 

aON (k c) + 
c c c 

0 
(6.11) 
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p r dk'c 

o.J k' 2(k' 2 k 2) 
0 c c c - c 

(1) I ) 2 f
2 k 3 

alS (k e + e 

. ~2 we 

So<) dk 1 
p _....;;_..e-

w' (k' 
2 

- k 2) 0 e c e 

(6.12) 

+ 
2Wk 

e e p r dk'e 

J I kl 2 
0 ""e e 

c e c e e c c e 
[

1 + 6(w
2 -t- w (I;)' )(w• 

2 
_ w 2

) + k 2(3k' 
2 

_ 2k 
2j 

( 2 
6 m w ( C.Uc + w' ) c e 

t (2) 2 
X k (k ' ) _ 2 f We ke L 1+2~ + 4 ( 2 

e alN e 
)J-2 3 2 ~2 

k d (2 ) (k ) 
e lN e 

(C.U' -e 

2m 

k 3 

+ ;m 

mw 
e 

r dk' 

p ~. w k' ~(k' 2 - k 2) 
c e e c 

Wc)(3Wc2+ 2~ca;'c -J) ] k'e 

Wc(C.Ue + cJc) 

~~)] 
(6.13) 

2 2] )A-2u.g ; 

2 mW c 

( 6 .14) 



= 
2 k 3 

. c . 
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Poc:;;,O ( dk ' c 

j k' 2(k' 2 - k 2) 
c c c 

k' c 
a (2)(k' ) 
lS c 

12 2 . 
(W' - W)(2W - W + 4W. W' c c c c c c 

2 m W 1 ( uJ + W 1 ) c c c 

+ (6.15) 

If Eqs. (6.8) and (6.9) are used to express the dispersive and absorptive 

amplitudes in terms of the phase shifts, the above equations represent six 

simultaneous nonlinear integral equations for the six phase shifts, ~l , 

c;5'
3 

, 811 c5' 13 , £ 31 , and c51
3

• Although there is not a unique 

solution to these equations, 17 they may be useful in analyzing the low-

energy pion-nucleon scattering data. 

Equations (6.10) through (6.15) become particularly simple if terms 

of order m-1 are neglected. In such a limit Eqs. ( 6 .11), (6 .12), ( 6.14), 

and (6.15) involve only P-wave amplitudes; these equations have previously 

7 18, 19 
'been derived by Low and Oehme, and are known as Low's equations for 

P-wave scattering. To zero order in m-1 , Eqs.' (6.10) and (6.13) involve 

both S and P waves. Equations which involve only S waves may be derived, 

however, if use is made of the following facts. If the scattering 

amplitude converges rapidly enough at high energies so that Eq~ (6.10) 

and (6.13) are valid, dispersion relations of type A are also valid; in 

2 particular the forward angle equations of Goldberger, which are of type A, 

are valid. It may be shown that in the low energy approximation used here, 
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(neglect of inelastic processes and orbital angular momenta greater than one) 

these forward angle equations may be combined linearly with Eqs •. (6.11) 

and (6.14) to give equations which, to zero order in m-1 , involve only 

S waves and are identical to S wave equations derived by Oehme. 19 

The fact that the S and P amplitudes satisfy separate dispersion 

relations to zero order in m-l does not mean that these amplitudes are 

independent to this order. The equations, Eqs. (6.10) and (6.13), express 

relations between the S and P amplitudes that must be satisfied if the 

assumptions made in this section are correct. The solutions of the S and 

P wave dispersion relations are not unique;
17 

Eqs. (6.10) and (6.13) may 

be considered as additional conditions on these solutions. 

Important examples of low-energy dispersion relations, which 

illustrate the interdependence of orbital angular momenta zero and one, 

may be obtained if Eqs. (6.10) and (6.13) are divided by kc , and kc 

is set equal to zero. The resulting equations express the scattering lengths 

for isotopic spins ~ and 3/2 in terms of energy integrals of S and P 

wave phase shifts. Reference to the experimental data shows that the P-

wave contributions to these equations are quite important. 

The fact that the low-energy dispersion equations, Eq. (6.10) -

(6.15), are integral equations for the phase shi~ts results from the neglect 

of inelastic processes. The situation would be quite different if the 

methods of the present paper were applied to the problem of the scattering 

from nucleons of gamma rays of energies in the range 50 Mev to 300 Mev. 

Because of the dominance of the meson-production cross section, which 

results when gamma rays of sufficient energy are used to bombard nucleons, 

it is an excellent approximation to neglect the elastic-scattering 

contribution to the cross sections which appear in the absorption integrals 
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1 
of the dispersion relations. Gell-Mann, Goldberger, and Thirring have 

used the forward-direction dispersion relation to determine approximately 

the energy behavior of the coherent amplitude for forward photon-proton 

scattering from the experimental data on the energy dependence of the total 

cross section for photopion production from protons. The method of this 

paper could be used to determine the general nature of the angular 

dependence of the elastic-scattering amplitude, at various energies, from 

experimental data on the angular dependence of the photoproduction cross 

sections. 
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7. DISPERSION EQUATIONS AT ENERGIES COMPARABLE TO THE NUCLEON MASS 

If terms of order higher than the first in an expansion in powers of 

-1 m are included, the non-spin-flip and spin-flip amplitudes are mixed by 

the transformation to the center-of-mass system, and the equations for the 

partial-wave amplitudes are quite complicated. Perhaps the most useful 

procedure, in this case, is to linearly combine Eqs. (I) and (II) or Eqs. 

(III) and (IV) in such a way that the center-of-mass dispersive amplitudes, 
(~) (~) . 

deN (kc) and deS (kc)' do not appear in the same dispersion equation 

after the transformation to center-of-mass quantities has been made. This 

procedure results in extremely lengthy equations; therefore we follow the 

alternate procedure of analyzing the first dispersion relation, Eq. (I), 

in terms of partial-wave amplitudes. The effect of the inclusion of higher

order terms in m-1 is then studied. 

Equation (5.15) represents the expansion of Eq. (I) into partial 
(1,3) 

waves, correct to all orders of m-1 • The functions 1?N corresponding 

to different values of ~ may be separated by the same method as used 

in Section 6, multiplication by the set of Legendre polynomials and 

integration over the scattering angle. The angular integrals are complicated 

because the functions q2 , ~ , and GU' all depend on the center-of-mass 

scattering angle ec , as well as on kc. Because of the dependence on ec 

of the q-system energies CO and CV' , it is useful to define two functions 

1) and J I , Which are independent Of COS 9C , by the equations 

J 
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Since q2 = 0 corresponds to cos ec = 1, it may be seen from these equations 

and Eq. (5.la) that when cos ec = 1 , the q-system energies W and t:A..;
1 

are equal to -.) and Y 1• If Eq. (5.15) is multiplied by .~ P£ (cosec) 

and integrated over cos 8c between the limits 1 and -1 , the result may 

be written 

(1,3) ) 2 
'£N (kc + · kc 

2 R..-+ 1 m(m t Ec) 

A (1,3) k 2 
L.l.~g"-1 -'-N __ + c 
2l 1 +- 1 m2 

(1,3)1 2R' 
(k ) k ~ R' c df's c 

J 

.yl 

(1,3) ( 1 ) I 2 
agN k c + k c 

2,.e• + 1 m(m tE' c) 

(I") 

The coefficients ~J ~~, cfR.~ .£1 , P;J f./ ' A_t,i,l ' BR,fl..' 
and ~)( are de~ined in terms of complicated angular integrals. The writing 

of these integrals is simplified by defining z = cos ec, z 1 = cos e~, and 

by expressing some quantities in terms of the functions q2 = ~ kc
2
(1- z), 

-1 I I -1 W = Ec We Eq - Eq, and W = E' c -W c Eq - Eq. The coefficients 

of Eq. (I" ) are given by 
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\ 

(( (kc) - ! ~ dz P£ (z) diJ,(z) ( l- z2) m(m + E0 ) 
' -

j.) t.l dz 2 2 
Eq + mEC 

(7.1a) 

( -1// (2 R I+ 1)! 

1 
£~' 

~ eft) ~~kc) = dz P.f(z) (l ; z) 
2c R' n

2 

-1 

(7.1b) 

(2,R' - 1)t 

2 [ ( R I - 1) t] 2 

X (7.1c) 

2 2 1 ,2 2 1 2 2 2 ] . 
(C.O - Wa ) W ( y - ;) ) ( y -ft.) (E9 +- mE' 0) , 

X 2 2 2 2 2 (Y -K) ~'(w' -cd)(W' -w) E (m+E') I a q c 

(7.1d) 

(7.1e) 
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!1 (1,3) cq, 

f2~ 2/2m) 
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(7.lf) 

If the quantities of Eq. (I 11 ) are expanded in powers of (1/m) and 

only the zero-order and first-order terms retained, the spin-dependent terms 

vanish and the equation reduces to Eq. (I'). To this order the functions 

oJ~J~/ , AR,£' and 'Y'(.R. are equal to the functions 

and 1~ I defined in Eqs. (6.3) •· 

In order to investigate the nature of the angular momentum selection 

rules that apply when terms of higher order in (1/m) are retained, we 

assume the energy is low enough so that the integrands of Eqs. (7.1) may be 

expanded in powers of 2 2 
q = ~ kc (1- z). To illustrate this expansion we 

choose ~,~ 1 (kc, k'c) as a representative example, and write this 

coefficient in the form 

1 

A_f,£'(kc, k'c) - !(2f'+ 1) s ;e(z) ~,(z•) dz a(kc' k'c, q
2

) . 

-1 

If the function ~(kc, k 1 
, q2) is expanded in powers of q2

, it is ' c 

(q2)n found that the coefficient of is of order n or higher in the 

quantity (1/m). 
I 

Therefore, if ~,~' is expanded in powers of (1/m), 

i.e.' 

= 
~ i i 
~ i Ap,~' (1/m) ' 



then we have 

The functions cjf R 1 
I 
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0 

be expanded in similar series, Le., 

if 
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.,£/<f-i 

Bp,~ 1 , and Yl,e may 
~ i -i 
~i c(,e R./ m 

.I 

etc • 

It may be seen that the coefficients of these series satisfy the following 

angular momentum selection rules, 

i 

R' L ,R-cf iw' = 0 if i 
~) 

(7.2) 

(3 p,f'i ·~-f'i ~ 
i 

R.' £ - i - 1 and BR,£' = 0 if .( 
' 

(7 .3) 

~'i = 0 if ,£;> 2 -+ i 

Equations similar to Eq. (I") may be derived from Eqs. (II) - (IV). The 

coefficients in (1/m) expansions of the functions occurring in these equations 

20 
that are analogous to the functions ~,J?' and cr;? /satisfy the rule, 

I ,l. • 
Eq. (7.2). On the othe~ hand the coefficients analogous to f3~ ~ , 

. i ~ 

~ ,l 1 ~ , and Be £t , which represent the mixing of the spin-independent 

an~ spin-dependent amplitudes, satisfy the rule, 20 Eq. (7.3). Thus, if the 

partial-wave dispersion equations are expanded in powers of m-l and terms 

of order higher than n are neglected, the dispersive amplitude do (A)(k ) 
.-t,N c 

( A ) [ ( /\ ) ] Ll ( ft ) n 1 n 
depends on a,€•N or 0£'N and .Q'N only if JC '? x;- n. 

Furthermore, d.iN(kc) depend's on a.e,s and L1,e 1s only if n c 2 and 

/. 1 "£ ,R, - n + 1. Similar relations hold if the roles of the spin-dependent 

and spin-independent amplitudes are exchanged. 

The above conclusions are based on the assumption that the momentum 

transfer is small enough that the quantities occurring in the angular 
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integrals may be expanded in powers of -1 m If 
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kc L.. m , so that q L m, 

it may be shown that most of the quantities occurring in the angular 

·integrals may be expanded in convergent series in powers of (q2/~cm) and 

2 2 (q /m ). Some functions occur in the angular integrals which have smaller 

radii of convergence, 

(aJ' 2 
- oJ 2)-l and 

a 

however. Two examples of such functions are 
2 2 -1 

(Wb - ~ ) • The first has a radius of 

2 .l( 1 2 r r . convergence of q = ~ mr +- k c -f- E c CA.J c), which, in the limit as 

· 1 b 2 Th f t (r "'"J.
2 - ..-.J

2
) h d' w c__,/A' ecomes q = ~· e ac or _ 0 ""'""'8. as a ra lUS 

of convergence of q2 = ~(m)A- ~;U2 ). At energies such that 

kc 2 > i(mfA'- - i;l), the integrand of Eq. (?.lf) is infinite at the 

point z = 1 kc-2(m~- i~). Therefore, at these energies, one 

cannot use the analysis of this section. One may use the alternative 

procedure of taking successive derivatives with respect to q2 of equations 

of the type of Eq. (5.15) and evaluctiilg :inthe forward direction, or one may 

use the heavy-nucleon equations of Section 6, consider only a finite number 

of angular momenta, and hope that the resulting equations are accurate even 

2 2 
at energies such that kc ;> i(m fA- o/.A. ) · 
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B. CONCLUSIONS 

The principle of causality is used in a derivation of dispersion 

relations for pion-nucleon scattering in the case of finite momentum transfer 

between the particles. If the relations are analyzed into partial waves, 

the resulting equations express the real parts of the scattering amplitudes 

correspon~ing to different values of the orbital and total angular momenta 

in terms of energy integrals of either the various partial cross sections 

or the imaginary parts of the various amplitudes. In general, the real part . 
of a particular amplitude is dependent on the partial-wave cross sections 

corresponding to both spin-dependent and spin-independent scattering, and also 

to all values of the orbital angular momentum. 

If the various functions of the particle momenta and energies are 

expanded in powers of (1/m), where m is the nucleon mass, the dispersion 

relations are simplified. The spin-dependent and spin-independent amplitudes 

do not occur in the same equation if terms of higher order than (1/m) are 

neglected. If terms of order higher than (1/m)n are neglected, the real 

part of one of the amplitudes corresponding to angular momentum ~ can 

depend on partial cross sections of angular momentum / 1 only if f.t Z _,(- n. 

The derivation of the dispersion relations depends on certain 

assumptions concerning the rate of convergence of the scattering amplitude 

at high energies, and the rate of convergence of an expansion of the 

amplitude in terms of partial waves. Comparison of the results derived 

here with experimental data will provide a partial test of these assumptions. 

The fact that the forward-scattering dispersion relation is consistent with 

the low-energy experimental data21 may be evidence that the assumptions 

made here are justified. 
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The method used here may be generalized to other boson-fermion 

scattering problems. It is likely that useful results could be obtained 

from an application to the scattering of gamma rays from nucleons. 
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APPENDIX A.. LORENTZ TRANSFORMATION OF THE SCATTERlNG AMPLITUDE 

If the scattering amplitude M expressed in terms of four-by-four 

Dirac matrices, the Lorentz invariance of the amplitude implies that the 

quantity 1i(_E 1
' ~I )M u(£, ~ ) is invariant, where u(p, ~ ) - and U( pI ' 0( I ) 

""' 
are four component Dirac spinors which represent the nucleon in initial and 

final states of positive energy, momenta p and p 1 and spin directions 

c::f and o( 1 • The scattering amplitudes of this paper have been· written 

in terms of the two-by-two matrices cr- and 1 , which operate between - -
the two 

spin up 

component spinor functions Z'<o{ ) . A nucleon is defined as having 

(or down) with respect to an axis in the direction of a unit vector n, -
if, in its own rest system, it is an eigenfunction of the four-dimensional 

Dirac operator ~·n with eigenvalue one (or minus one). Therefore, the 

scattering amplitudes of this paper may be expressed in terms of four-by-four 

spin matrices in the following manner: 

(Al) 

u(O, 

The matrices in Eqs. (Al) may be considered as two-by-two matrices since 

the small components of the spinors u(O, c;) and u(O, Oj') .vanish. These 

spinors u(O, ~ 1 ) and u(O, of'), which represent nucleons at rest, are 

related to u(_E, of ) 

u(p, ~ ) = -
u(p'' 

........ 

and u (.£' , ~ ' ) 
A+= (p) 

by 

u(O, 0( ) 

(A3) 

u(O, Of') !\+ (p') 
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where the projection operator /\~ is defined by the equation 

!\+ (p) m- '(p 
2m 

(A4) 

The scattering amplitude may be expressed as a linear combination 

of two Lorentz-invariant scalar quantities. For this purpose we define the 

invariant quantities, 

rl = -uc PI , ~ I ) u c P' o( ) , 
""" ...... (A5) 

2(Q u(p, 9 ) ..... m 

wher~ '( represents the four Dirac gamma matrices and the four-vector Q 

is defined in terms of the four-momenta of the initial and final pions by 

the equation . 

Q - ~(k -f- k I) , . (A6) 

If use is made of Eqs. (A3), the quantities I 1 and IQ may be 

written in terms of the spino!13 u(O, 0( ) and u(O, , I) and the varibles 

of the q-system, i.e., 

I 1 = u(O, 0( 1
) ~ u(O, 9") 

m 
(A7) 

The corresponding quantities, expressed in terms of center-of-mass variables, 

are 

u(O,o() 

(A8) 
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+ i 9:' ~C X .!;, I C 

2m2 
~ t We ) t u ( 0, o( ) . 

m +Ec f 
(AS) 

Since only positive energy states are involved, the scattering 

amplitude may be written as a linear combination of the quantities I 1 and 

'U< P, , '1' ) M u c P, ~ ) ' 
(A9) 

where J and ~ are spin-independent scalar quantities. The quantity 

ii'M u is Lorentz-invariant; hence it refers to the scattering amplitudes 

in both the q-system and the center-of-mass system. If use is made of' 

Eqs. (Al) and (A?), the q-~ystem amplitudes ~N and may be expressed 

in terms ,.i.e., 

(AlO) 

In a similar fashion, Eqs. (A2) and (A8) may be combined to give corresponding 

equations f_or ~eN and ~cS , 

'(YjcN = [ 1 t 92 ·]~- [.~ Ec t-kc 2 
(< m(m f-Ee) _) . m2 

. . 

(All) 
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(All) 

The relation between the center-of-mass amplitudes and the q-system 

amplitudes may be obtained by solving Eqs. (All) for the constants ~ and 

1..._ , . and substituting these values in Eqs. (AlO). 

are identical with Eqs. (5.4) . 

The resulting equations 

• 
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APPENDIX B. VALUES OF VARIOUS COEFFICIENTS 

In this appendix the values of the functions defined in Eqs. (6.3) -

(6.6) are given for low values of J.f - f' J and R.. · Since all quantities 

refer to the center-of-mass system, the subscript c of kc and ~c is 
. 2 

omitted. ·The ratio (kc/k' c) is denoted by 1\ . The integrals calculated 

. I 0 I 1 
here are denoted by such symbols as ~,f' ' and Af,£' ' , where the 

second sup~rscript denotes the order of the integral in the parameter (1/m) 

I c{ 1,0 C-l)R' 
1 R' 

ofR,R' = fl_,ff = (2.i'+ l)t s d z P,e ( z) ( 1 2 z ) 
2c.i•n 2 

-1 
(Bl) 

= 1 R' - R -
- -(2-lf-3) ,R..' = l+l -
- (2 1Lf5)(i.+2) 1' - 1+2 - -

I,O 
1 

21.' +- 1 

sl 
dz :e(z) ~ 1 (z 1 ) (B2) A -

i''i' -
2 

- 1\£ . .i' :,f -

= c2 ;. r 3)1\R.<l -I\) £· - £+ 1 -
- (21...; 5)1\

1 
(1 -/\ ) - £· = ,f. +- 2 

X ~~+l) - ( i+2);\] . 

I,l 1 

AR,£' - 2 Rr f 1 

sl 
dz ~(z):e 1 (z') ~ (B3) -

2 

= --!(k2 /m)l-l [ .f /(2 .f-t- l)] ,R· = 1- 1 

• 
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/.' = ,t 

R.' = ). + 1 . 

I,O 1 

dz P;e(z) [1 t ;.q: r ! s (B4) 1R = 
-1 

= (f.JJ/ f--)4 + ~ (k~)4 / = 0 

2 2 2 4 £ = 1 = -)'W k~ 

= (2/15) (k4/ jA 4) ,!. = 2 

- 0 ·,f > 2 -

II,O .R'f-1 (2 £t - 1)! (2,f -l-1) s ~ dP ( ~'-1 J,£'. - (-1) dz (.1 - z '::t_ 1- z -
[<,€' - 1)!}2 R<~ + 1) 

. 2 · dz 2 
-1 . 

(B5) 

= 1 1' = ,f 
- -(2£ -1- 1) ,£.' = f+1 -

= (21.+ 1)( i. -l-2) . - ).r = .f+2 . 

( )
"-' 1 X~~ - ~ 

dz 2 m 
(B6) 
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- -~(k2 /m) ( ,e'- 1)/(2 £- 1) R" = 1- 1 -

- Hk
2
/m)£ f' = ,e -

= -!(k
2
/m) [ <21 t l)( £uHf+ 2)/(df3~ . 

J..' = ,£.,.1. 

1 

AR,R.' 
II,O 

c2 R +: 1) ~ dz(1 + z)(1- z 1 ) d~(z) dPR 1 (z 1) --
2 R.cf( + 1) dz dz' 

-1 (B7) 

- 1\J. ,RI =.e -
.£ 

R' = l+ 1 = (2 ~+ 1)!1 <1- ID 

= (2/. t l)/1£(1 -1\) [<i ... l) - <1..+ 2)1\ J 
1.1 = ,R +2 

1 

AP,l' 
II,1 

(2.£ + 1) S dz(l + z)(l - z') dPi(z) dP..e 1 ( Z 1 ) 2 - .9.... -
2 PeR. + 1) dz dz' m 

-1 

= -i(k
2/m)({ -\/- 1)/(2/- 1) 

(BS) 

.~, = t- 1 

- ~(k2/m)l\ j -1 Vl f.- £-1- 1) 1:=1. -

- -!<k
2
/mW-l (i'I2<2.R+ l)(..e+ l)(.e+2)/(2..e+3) -

~A£ c2 .R...+ 1) + £cR. - 1)] . .. 
_,€1 = f+1 
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7 
II,O 1 

2 Rt 1 s dz (1 ~ z2) d P.f(z) 1 . - (B9) -
2 R cR. +- 1) dz 

-1 

- i i= 1 -
= 0 . ,lf1 

1/I,l 
1 

2 ,,(t 1 s dz(l; •) d P_e(z) 2 (BlO) - g_ -
2,-f(£ + 1) dz m 

-1 

- i k2/m (=1 -

= -(1/12) k2/m i = 2 

= 0 R> 2 

1./II,O 1 
- 1 s dz :e(z)~ + 2q~) (B11) - 2 

-1 jK 

- o];l'-2 .)' = 0 -
- 1 k2~2 / = 1 --- 3 

- 0 f>1 -

~.R_ III,l 1 2 

= i S dz :e(z)(~ ~) ~ (Bl2) 
-1 . ~ m 

= iCk2/m) [ l + (4k
2
)/(3 ;LA2)J ~= 0 

= -g (k2/m)(l + 2 k2/,f'-2 ) I= 1 

= 1/15 (k2/m)(k2/~2 ) ;_ = 2 

- o. f>2 -



--

= 
--

(21 + 1) 

2,f.(~ + 1) 

! ed-;,..2 

- ~ k2~ 2 
0 0 
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1 

r dz (1 - z9 d t;e(z) (1 + ~ )'' 
-J \ 2 dz . 1?- · 
-1 (Bl3) 

,R: 1 

J. = 2 
f'>2 

The angular momentum indices ~ and ~~ in the integrals referring 
( 

to the spin-flip equations may assume all positive integral values, but not 
III 

zero. The angular integrals that appear in the expression for 9( ~,R' , 
c:y' J,j' IV, ~ ,R'III, and AR,~' IV are identical with those in the 

expressions for ~I, ~II , AI , and AII • 

. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Figure 1: Relative orientations of the pion and nucleon momentum vectors 

Figure 2: 

for a typical scattering event. The vector V denotes the velocity 

of the center-of-mass in the q-reference system, while W represents 

the total q-system energy. The subscript c refers to momenta in 

the center-of-mass system. 

The complex W -plane for the scattering amplitude M """ (q, C, ,~). 
cr""- -

Figure 3: The contour integral of Eq. (4.4) in the complex ~-plane. The 

symbol R denotes the radius of the semicircle. 

Figure 4: The energy spectrum of the absorptive part of the scattering 

amplitude in the q-system, shown in the two cases 

2 
q ;> m,r-. 

2 
q' ~ and 
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